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The most obvious use case for the blockchain is what is known as money.

P2P electronic cash : A peer to peer payment system which is completely decentralized that 
gives the power back to the people. No need for a 3rd party to be involved. A way merchants 
can accept payments directly from consumers without fees or long processing times. A way 
to move money across borders and countries simply and free without permission from any 
corporation and a way for businesses to run locally.

The main focus of the pThe main focus of the project is distribution.

www.keikocoin.com

From 30/06/2016 until 30/03/2020 it’s clear of the manipulation present in the crypto space. 
With an initial distribution spread out fastly it is difficult for manipulation to enter and control 
the market.

SUMMARY
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INTRODUCTION

                KEIKO COIN aims to be the cryptocurrency of the people, by the people for the 
people,       
                 KEIKO COIN intention is to be adopted for use as a p2p payment system which 
gives the power back to the people. Bitcoin has failed at this, the true value comes from 
actual use of the ecosystem and giving power back to the people. Bitcoin transactions are 
slow and expensives, and it can be argued Bitcoin is somewhat centralized. 

TheThe main reason people participate in the Bitcoin ecosystem is as price speculators to get 
rich quickly and ride the bull to the moon, putting away some Bitcoin in hope of $1,000,000 
Bitcoin in years to come.

ThisThis is far from what cryptocurrency is intended for  more importantly than financial gain 
cryptocurrency can be used as a tool of liberation. Bitcoin is in a cycle which will discourage 
people from cryptocurrency and remove the hope of cryptocurrency being an ecosystem for 
the people, making it seem like an enemy as the majority of people enter at the wrong time 
due to the media, in  turn makes them hate Bitcoin and cryptocurrency in general. 

BitcoinBitcoin takes power from the people as it’s heavily manipulated and through cycles which 
discourages participants from cryptocurrency in general. Blockstream owns bitcoin and 
bitmain and affiliate mining pools controls over 50% of the hashing power. These two facts 
make Bitcoin worthless. If distribution is  done correctly and only in this case cryptocurrency 
used as money can change the world. 

TheThe intension isn’t to get rich quick, it is to give the power back to the people and have a 
more efficient transfer of value, a more convenient payment system, a faster payment 
settlement, a way for a merchant to receive money with no need fro a 3rd party being 
involved, a way for local businesses to accept payment without fees, a way to pay your friend 
money, a way for people to have complete control of their money.

Peer to peer payment system which is completely decentralized.
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KEY TO SUCCESS

Currently projects in the crypto space ignore the importance of distribution and 
decentralization. Most cryptocurrencies focussed on a payment system hold most of the 
coins and in a way try to create a different centralized (by ownership) payment system. 
Similar to creating a different bank forgetting about true decentralization and ignoring the 
importance and need of giving power back to the people.

MassMass adoption can only be reached through incentivizing introduction and incentivizing 
merchant adoption. How many times have you mentioned to peers about cryptocurrency 
and receive a blank stare? Get rewarded to do this, give them some coins for free and they 
will be interested.

Who will be rewarded most?

The people who share the word and spread the news far and wide. Educating peers and 
helping to give the power back to the people

Maintaining atleast 10% monthly growth rate.

A p2p currency intended for world wide adoption must be free fee, instant and scalable.

A focus on simplicity.

Multilingualism execution.

Foundation set up and managed correctly.

Not allowing suppression and manipulation to enter.

CommunityCommunity members involved without the intention to get rich quick overnight should 
understand the importance of the project and the need for it, should be aware it’s about 
participation and improvement in the ecosystem (through education).

Airdrop to be simple enough for everybody to get involved.
 
Airdrop security to be strong enough to not allow an individual to claim multiple times and 
completely eliminate the potential for mass abuse.



KIC
(KEIKO COIN)
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1 MILLION  members

AT IEO WHAT WILL BE HAVE:

Price of coin will be $0.05 at IEO maximum contribution
20000$ at IEO

Time tested Etherscan with
millions of successful
transactions processed 

A true fair payment ecosystem
giving the power back to the 

people 

A method to get KEIKO COIN to every
school yard/ university/ workplace and

community

A growth rate is higher than
other tokens 
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Common Problems with Tokens Today
Here are some common problems we've been facing in the blockchain industry when it comes to 
crypto tokens:

Too much is focused on fundraising and not enough is focused on real business models and growth.

Not enough tokens are held by the network users and developers and too many tokens are held by 
the investors and creators.

A lack of price flexibility can make the network too costly to use and can impede gA lack of price flexibility can make the network too costly to use and can impede growth.

From these problems, we can establish a few rules that can help us guide our decisions when it 
comes to token distribution and economics.

Token sales may be powerful tools for raising money but they're revolutionary for organizing and
incentivizing people.

The best token projects focus on tokens as a means to build network effects and help govern the
network. The token sale is simply a bonus that can be used to facilitate distribution and raise money.

PProvides for a way for us to grow the network and get many people on board with our mission
catalyzes the existing network and organizes the people towards a common goal
provides a mechanism for governance and voting on protocol upgrades
Maximize Tokens for Developers & Users
Tokens can be held by many parties, from the creators to investors to developers on the network to 
end users.

And while tokens being bought up by speculators can be very healthy for the ecosystem in terms of
enablingenabling liquidity, the network is best served when as many tokens as possible are held by the 
actual developers on and users of the network.

A holder of tokens that contributes to the network is more valuable than a holder of tokens that does
not contribute to the network.

If we assume that developers have more of a reason to contribute to the platform if they hold tokens,
then it follows that a network can gain more contributors by ensuring more tokens get in the hands 
of developers.

Then as a general principle, pThen as a general principle, projects should try to maximize the number of tokens that are held by
developers and users and other network contributors.

Price Flexibly to Optimize for Growth

When pricing services on blockchain networks (like payments, name registrations, etc.), it's 
important to think through what the characteristics and constraints of the services are and how they 
need to be priced in order to facilitate efficient allocation and set up the network for growth.

Two pricing methods can address these problems and are good for different types of services:

                     Periodically-adjusted pricing

                     Auction-based pricing

DISTRIBUTION

1.

2.

www.keikocoin.com
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Many individual users hold multiple addresses especially when they use multiple exchanges and 
cold wallets.

As cryptocurrencies age, individuals move coins to different addresses for various reasons,

Bitcoin the top 1000 address's hold 50% of all coins (approximately) Litecoin the top 500 address's 
hold 60% of all coins (approximately)  Doge the top 600 address’s hold 60% of all coins 
(approximately) EOS the top 10 addresses hold 50% of all coins (approximately) IOTA top 10 
address's hold 30% of all coins (approximately)

Who aWho are they? No one will know.

10% KEIKO COIN top 10,000 addresses will hold 11% KEIKO COIN  top 100,000 addresses will 
hold 12% KEIKO COIN top 1,000,000 addresses will hold 13%

The holders of the most coins will be 220 rewards bounty participants with the most referrals into 
KEIKO COIN

There will be a list of their addresses which can show their balances at any time, making it auditable 
and not possible for pump and dumps and manipulation.

Periodically-adjusted global pricing is something we see with the minimum dust fee in Bitcoin and 
the conversion rate from Ethereum to Ethereum Gas. It's great in that it allows for adjustments that 
can with stand token value changes. This is perfect for simple resources that aren't fixed in the 
number of actions that can be performed.

Auction-based pricing, meanwhile, is something we see with the pricing  of  Bitcoin  and  Ethereum
transactions.transactions. It's perfectly suited here because including transactions in blocks is dependent on a 
fixed resource of block space that can be lined up against highly variable demand. And auctions are 
a great way to allocate fixed resources with variable demand.

The three rules mentioned above are designed to help us build for the long term:

                Business modeling first, fundraising second

                Maximize tokens for developers and users

     Price flexibly to optimize for growth Short  term thinking, meanwhile, can lead people astray
     from these rules. It can lead them to the biggest fund raises with broken distribution models 
     and a ton of tokens going to parties that don't contribute at all to the network.

There are no guarantees in the rapidly developing world of ICOs, but it's our belief that following 
these rules can set up your network for success

1.

2.

3.

KEIKO COIN

www.keikocoin.com
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WHAT WILL BE BEFORE IEO

WHAT IEO FUNDS WILL BE USED ON

WHAT WILL COME AFTER IEO
A method to get kic to every school yard/ university/ workplace and community through App
introduction rewards (bringing 10 million users into the ecosystem through incentives)

Funding community foundations and companies contracted with KIC

ICO funds will go directly from the KEIKO COIN community to the foundations through voting. The initial
funds will be allocated to community foundations, examples include:

 Condut Airdrop to 1 million real users

The most decentralized crypto token in terms of user nodes

Website and wallets available in 24 languages

Alexa website rank within the top 100,000 worldwide

A company providing SMS verifications to ensure 10,000,000 real users enter through app
introduction rewards.

Exchange listing fee to be listed as a major trading pair alongside BTC & ETH to set the groundwork
for other exchanges to list KIC as a major trading pair.

A project based on Al and automic swaps to create and distribute the KEIKO COIN card with 
potentially it's own banking licence to prevent card issuing cancellation.

AA chinese printing company to dropship marketing materials at the lowest prices possible, car 
stickers, an introduction to cryptocurrency by KEIKO COIN pamphlet, your custom QR stickers to 
apply to marketing material to gain App introduction rewards and more.

A competition platform to reward viral marketing.

A mix between an ebay and gumtree local online marketplace based around bitcoin black.

An educational hub to educate new users on cryptocurrency.

A marketing department

A fA freelance designer contributing a set of graphics and branding material.

A flash mob in UAE to aim to break the biggest flash mob attendance to promote KEIKO COIN

A company in a jurisdiction where it is possible to get a banking licence to enable card issuing which 
will create and issue the KEIKO COIN CARD.

An online store specializing in KEIKO COIN items such as t-shirts, car stickers, cups and more which 
will be drop shipped worldwide at the lowest costs.

AA gaming company to create KEIKO COIN related android and iOS games. Which use KEIKO COIN 
as the games currency

www.keikocoin.com
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TOKEN LISTING

1. 2.

3.

5.

4.

Expected Listing Exchanges:
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WHY GET INVOLVED NOW:

EXPECTATIONS FROM FOUNDING MEMBERS:
Help in some way to push the project forward

Believe in the project and not just involved to make a quick return on contribution.

Not be seeking to sell all coins after IEO and be in it for a quick profit and not sell at a
market order.

Together the Pre-Sale team will have the option to discuss and agree on tasks needed to be 
execute through Slack.

Examples: video script writing, video pExamples: video script writing, video producer, community manager for your local
community or country, mathematician, developer, translator, SEO, exchange listings,
event appearances, social functions, educational seminars, IEO submission.

.

.

.

.

.
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Part of the IEO funds will go directly to approximately 5000 Pre-sale
members who will act as one of many foundations long-term depending on
the team they put together and methods they wish to use to contribute to

the network

You can wish to remain anonymous or if you like you can be added to the
website in the founding team section with a brief bio about yourself and

your strengths

By being the fairest distributed token, other projects will potentially fork and
will replicate the tokens you have to other projects

To play a part in
the future of KIC

token

Have more coins
than is possible to
buy during IEO

If you believe in the
project and you wish
for it to succeed long

term



ROAD MAP
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2020  NOV :
Idea about the project

2021  FEB :
KEIKO COIN International formed

2021  SEP :
Token generation

2021 NOV :
Token listing on major exchanges
and coin market cap

2022  FEB :
Online shopping portal using KIC

2022  AUG :
GLOBAL ATM CARD for Investors



PERSONAL PLAN

EXCHANGES

KEIKO COIN  WILL BE A MAJOR PAIR ON EXCHANGES

25% MONTHLY                                        50% MONTHLY                                        100% MONTHLY
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Price will up 15$ in 2022

NET GROWTH

A community foundation will be set up for the ICO between the KEIKO COIN community and an 
exchange. KEIKO COIN will benefit from having the groundwork of being listed as a major
trading pair on an exchange alongside BTC, ETH & USDT which will make it easier to be listed as a 
major trading pair on other exchanges.

A major exchange goal is being listed on Binance. It will take time and in preparation there is a 
change.org petition to strengthen the chances of being listed.

A major focus will also be for KIC to be adopted on exchanges as a major trading pair alongside 
BTC & ETH.

             KEIKO COIN began by a group who wishes to remain anonymous from UAE. The project is
intended to be community based.

The extended team will be gathered from the initial pre-sale 5,000 + members from multiple 
countries and input expertise. Team members will be allocated within the community through the 
community.

The next layer will be 5000+ pre sale contributors who contribute funds and help the project move
forwaforward

7200+ initial members who will form swarms and branches to push the project further into the future.
                                          
                                          E-COMMERCE STORE mim 20% off flat sale
                                          
                                          Gaming rooms

AndAndroid and Ios gaming platform, gamers can make money by using KIC tokens. KIC used in 
certain amount to participate each tournament and 70% of bid will be distributed to the winners.

                                          Betting rooms

                                          Travel booking

                                          Hotel booking

                                          GLOBAL ATM cards

                                          Volume of buying will increase
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Blockchain is a specific type of database.

It differs from a typical database in the way it stores information; 
blockchains store data in blocks that are then chained together.

As new data comes in it is entered into a fresh block. Once the block is 
filled with data it is chained onto the previous block, which makes the data 
chained together in chronological order.

DiDifferent types of information can be stored on a blockchain, but the most 
common use so far has been as a ledger for transactions.

In Bitcoin's case, blockchain is used in a decentralized way so that no 
single person or group has control—rather, all users collectively retain 
control.

Decentralized blockchains are immutable, which means that the data
entered is irreversible. For Bitcoin, this means that transactions are
pepermanently recorded and viewable to anyone.

BLOCK CHAIN
TECHNOLOGY



TRC 20 is a technical standard used for smart contracts on the TRON 
blockchain for implementing tokens with the TRON virtual mechine (TVN). 
It is fully compatible to ERC 20.

TRC 20 is similar, in some respects to bitcoin, litecoin,and any other 
cryptocurrency;
TRCTRC 20 tockens are blockchain based assets that have value and can be 
sent and recieve. One of the most significant TRON token is known as 
TRC 10, TRC 20 has emerged as the technical standards; it is used for all 
smart contracts.

TTaken together, this set of functions and signals ensures that TRON tokens 
of different types will all uniformly perform in any place within the TRON 
system. As such, nearly all of the digital wallets which support the TRON 
currency also support TRC 20 compliant tokens. But because the TRC 20 
standard remains relatively nascent, there will likely be bugs that need to 
be ironed out.
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TRC 20 TOCKEN



SUPPORT & ADDRESS

info@keikocoin.in
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